
Defining key and strategic account manager 
competencies and roles are the biggest challenge 
your account programme will face. Expectations 
are high from both customer and the internal 
perspective, often exceeding both the empowerment 
and capability of the individuals. Grasp this challenge 
and take it as a journey adapting your business to 
strategic and key accounts. 

Start with the customer 
Our approach to account roles, grounded in industry 
and business school research, helps to identify the 
competencies required of those involved in key account 
management against four key roles identified by 
client type. A key customer portfolio needs to be a 
dynamic process, which is assessed annually. Within 
the portfolio an account team might serve a number of 
different purposes such as: 

• Generating high account growth

• managing the account and maintaining a 
competitive position

• defending a mature position

• managing an account exit or decline

To maximise the performance of the portfolio, teams 
or individuals need to suit the client type. Change your 
team to accommodate the needs of the account.  

Research into what key customers value 
McKinsey research identified a number of key factors 
that buyers saw as critical for improvement in an 
account relationship;

• aligning the company across boundaries (80%)

• providing a primary salesperson a contact for the 
whole company (60%)

• delivering the expertise to the largest accounts 
(60%)

• increasing productivity (30%)

Drive your accounts by the market not company 
structure to reduce costs to serve, provide the one 
client interface and build what key accounts really 
want which is access to the whole business not a 
single silo. 

Build the role 
What makes a winning client account team? Accept it’s 
a transition and build it just like any other relationship. 
The core needs are:

• active leadership

• a committed senior internal sponsor

• a deep understanding of the customer including 
their strategy, spend and position in the marketplace

• a client-centred strategic plan

• proactive people

• good performance measurement – evidence and 
facts, not just opinions; and

• training, experience, support. Training has a high 
correlation to KAM success

• Coach and build outside in
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• oversees account manager performance and team 
development 

The account manager/director;

• provides account leadership;

• develops business plan and strategy with support 
from the team;

• owns account performance on financial and 
nonfinancial indicators such as customer 
satisfaction;

• promotes cross-selling internally; and

• ensures team development 

Account team members;

• deliver on their personal commitments to the 
account against active responsibilities defined by 
the team;

• promote the client internally and contribute to key 
account actions; and

• take charge of their development in account 

A critical role for business growth 
The key to developing an outstanding account 
management programme with account manager roles 
at the heart of any customer facing programme.  
Ensure key and strategic customers shape and take 
part in selecting who they want as key account 
manager and why. Define the team to purpose and to 
the needs of the key account, and finally provide them 
with the tools and metrics that signal to everyone in 
the business the direction to take on key accounts. 

You can always visit our website at: 
www.naviga.uk.com or contact us on  
+44(0)203 651 0206 or email info@naviga.uk.com 

We help companies reinvent their business 
relationships during mergers and acquisitions by  
early involvement in supporting brand transitions.

During selection and development we need to 
balance the team to optimise the strengths of account 
managers and team members. Cranfield research 
indicates that within these accounts there are four key 
roles that match the strategic approaches identified 
within the client portfolio. 

Key role types
Each role type offers some different challenges so 
look for the right fit to the customer account not 
the standard job description. Take it a step further, 
go and identiofy from your key accounts what they 
value, what they see a key competencies and what 
type of people would be most successful ith their 
organisation. If you can’t ask this, then you don’t 
have a tragegic relationship and it will help build one. 
Asking key custoemrs to take part in the selection and 
appointment process will set your company apart from 
the competition.  

Key roles in the team
Avoid the standard team trap. The account manager 
and account team needs to fit its purpose not a 
standard composition. The majority of buinesses 
ensure that each account manager servies no more 
than four accounts, one is ideal for strategic accounts. 
Key roles will include sponsor, account manager and 
team members, but only where needed. The account 
manager or director must lead the relationship.  

An effective sponsor;

• provides high-level management advice to the 
account team;

• reviews and approves account plan;

• provides top-level management support for the 
team across the business;

• provides account-facing top tier leadership; and
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